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“It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set 
brush fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams  

 Town Crier Committee Report       Vol. 7 No 04 

            The Truth makes us free…We live in an Era of Lies                                                                                                            

 January 1, 2018  
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 January 5, 2018      

A New Year’s Prediction 

All Roads Lead 
to Obama 
The populist movement that elected                                                                                                                  
Donald J. Trump, President, has a consistent 
history of demanding justice. That is to say, 
they want equal justice under the law. That 
applies to Hillary and Bill Clinton and those who                                                                                                 FB Image 
collaborated with them. The bottom line of the Trump rallies was always, “Lock her up”. During the 
Presidential campaign, the most popular sign that our Tea Party’s Town Criers carried was “Hillary for Prison 
2016”. 

Some may have proposed jail time for Hillary Clinton out of political invectiveness. Thoughtful people, 
however, understand that Liberty can only exist in a society ruled by law that is applied equally to all. To that 
end, larger numbers of people are calling for the Clintons, the Clinton Foundation and the people associated 
with protecting them, to come under criminal investigation and eventual prosecution. 

Flowcharts are prevalent on the Internet. They are a graphic attempt to describe the relationships of various 
people. The one above is one of the most prominent. But, it is not the only one. The lines zigzagged back and 
forth between the individuals involved.  Political pundits love to speculate about these persons. What is 
obvious in almost all of the flowcharts, and particularly the one above is a connection to Barack Hussein 
Obama. We at the Town Crier Committee Report find it interesting that the obvious connection to Obama and 
these alleged criminal acts is totally missing from the conversation. At least it is missing from mainstream 
media outlets.  

Nobody dares to speak to the obvious. Operations on such a vast scale, as is already apparent, do not happen 
in a vacuum. Obama had to know about these activities. That makes him complicit. The lost emails and the 
attempt to destroy the equipment on which they were recorded, suggest that connections go to the very top. 
No one expected this to come out publicly because no one expected Trump to be elected President. 

We predict that before this year is out, Barack Hussein Obama will be under criminal investigation. 

Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/             
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January 7, 2018 

Who are the 
Progressives 
There is an evil presence in our 
community which needs to be exposed 
and defeated. 

Karl Marx envisioned a violent Communist 
Revolution initiated from the bottom up 
by the working class. After Marx died in 
1883, a  new top down strategy emerged. 
The Fabian Socialists employed an 
incremental, relentless, progression 
towards Marx’s utopian 
goal…..Communism. The gradual 
transformation of a society, which often 
emerges from Governmental sources.                                                                                                                   FB Images 

Today this process has recently been identified, exposed and renamed as the “Deep State” 

The one thing the Fabian Communists had to do, in order to succeed, was as to maintain the deception as to 
who they really were. Their Coat of Arms was a Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing. No one gives up, willingly, their God 
given birth right to Liberty for a crust of bread and tyranny.  

Fabian Socialism first came into existence in England, in 1884. Their concept was 
imported into America at the turn-of-the-20th century. It could not be identified as 
Communism or Socialism. It would not have been accepted at the time. So it was 
imported under the Progressive name. Republican, Theodore Roosevelt, was the 
first progressive President. There have been many since. 

In 117 years, their evil has made destructive inroads 
in the process of transforming our founding 
principles. The Progressives are better understood 
and more accurately described if their Communist 
identity is exposed. Political Correctness and a                            

propagandist media maintain their deception. 
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But…..they truly are in plain view:  

 the leadership of both political parties is Progressive; 

 they reside in the White House;  

 in the US House of Representatives;   

 the US Senate; 

 they wear Black Robes in our court rooms;  

 they occupy the State Houses;    

 they are in the Governor’s mansions.  

On a local level they generally reside in the City or County administrator’s offices and in the City or County 
Attorney’s presence. This is because the discipline of governmental administration is basically the study of 
United Nation’s Regional Regulations, which incorporates the United Nation’s agenda 21 and now agenda 
2030.  

When Regionalization is created, the people are separated from the representatives they elect.  I don’t know 
how many times I had a commissioner tell me there’s nothing he or she can do about an issue, because the 
decision is no longer the Commissioners to make. 

The Fabian Communists also have a symbol; it’s a tortoise. The tortoise 
represents the slow, methodical relentless, forward transformation to 
Communism. Underneath the tortoise are the words When I strike, I strike hard. 

We are rapidly approaching the day when they will strike hard. In foreign lands 
where Communism prevails in totality, the Communist experience has ended in 
millions of deaths. Those that aid them to power are the first to go. Most of the 
planks or objectives of the Communist Manifesto, as written by Engels and       

FB Image                                                 Marx, in the mid 1800’s, have been woven into the American fabric. 

We are now in the upside down, inside out, phase of their transformational revolution. A place where 
everything is attacked and nothing seems to make sense. A place where common sense has been 
extinguished. We’ve reached the point where we cannot even define gender as it relates to toilets. The fact 
that we discuss this issue as though it were legitimate, it shows the magnitude  of the chaos being inflicted.  

Corruption is rampant. Equal justice under the law no longer applies to the elite. Our youth no longer receive 
an American education. With no knowledge of our history and our cultural  values; our children become easy 
prey.  

It should be clear those political parties that have American cultural values do not rewrite American history. It 
is an alien political ideology that rewrites history to fit its agenda. To that end, the symbols of our history are 
being destroyed. They have started with Confederate monuments; it will extend to the burning of books.  

Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ 
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January 10, 2018 

Tea Party Relives 
its Founding at its 
Open Meeting 
The St. Augustine Tea Party held an open meeting at the 
Village Inn on January 9, 2018. The featured speaker 
was Billie Tucker. [The Tea Party holds open meetings on the      Dave Heimbold         Billie Tucker                  Lance Thate  
second and fourth Tuesday of each month. Ed]                                                                                Photos by TCCR Staff                                                   
Billie Tucker was one of the founders of the First Coast Tea Party of Duval County, Florida. She recalled the 
early days of the Tea Party movement’s founding. Billie started with Rick Santelli’s rant from the floor of the 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange on CNBC on February 19, 2009. Billie spoke fondly of the people and the 
meetings that led up to the first Tea Party rally at “The Landing” in Jacksonville, Florida. The event attracted 
5000 people at 12 noon on April 15, 2009. Tucker then proceeded to talk about the progression from the Tea 
Party to Donald J. Trump. Billie Tucker was the organizer of Trump’s first Jacksonville rally, which was also held 
at “The Landing” on October 24, 2015. 

Chairman Sounds the Alarm regarding 
the Nature of “Deep State” in St. 
Augustine 

“There is an evil presence in our community which needs to be 
exposed and defeated”, so stated SATP Chairman, Lance Thate. 
Mr. Thate, in an extended report to the members, sounded the 

Photo by TCCR Staff                                                  alarm regarding the connections between Progressives, “Deep 
State”, the Fabian Socialists, Communists and the war on American history.  The removal of statues and 
monuments is a symptom directly related to the perversion of American culture. You can view the entire 
report by opening the following link: 

https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/posts/1983208365283266  

 

Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ 
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January 12, 2018 

The Evil Among Us  
We have a community organizer, Ron Rawls from 
Gainesville, who travels to St. Augustine and to other 
cities, to lead a campaign against War Memorials.  They 
were erected to honor the fallen soldiers that never 
returned during the War between the States.                                                                                                       Photos by TCCR Staff                                                                                                                                                                     

He does this in the name of Democracy and Social Justice. When the majority prevails, Rawls applies the 
Communist idea of Democracy and takes to the streets. Aligning himself with elements of:  

  the Islamic backed  Women’s March;  

  The Black Lives Matter people; 

  the New Black Panther Party; 

 and he threatens the Community                                                                                      
with inviting an Antifa presence.  

The local Tea Party has chosen to resist the destruction of Confederate War Memorials and the Communist 
and Anarchist activities of  community organizer, Rawls. 

Since the staged Communist riots in Charlottesville, Virginia, the Tea Party has engaged the public in the 
streets and around the monuments on numerous  occasions. They have also been present at the 
Commissioner’s meetings. Tea Party members who participated in this effort are only a part of the resistance. 
The St. Augustine Tea Party (SATP) Chairman, Lance Thate, reports that the effort has been the result of a 
team endeavor. The SATP has been creating new alliances to this end. The newest alliance is with “Saving 
Southern Heritage-Fl” an organization from Tampa. The Tea Party has also connected with a militia group 
known as the 3%. Militia zones from across Florida and from Southern Georgia have participated in St. 
Augustine’s efforts to save the monuments. 

On January 22nd the City Commissioners will be holding a Board meeting. Rawls has announced that he plans 
to disrupt it. 

The Tea Party coalitions ask, who is really leading this assault on the cultural heritage in St Augustine? 

In October, the five commissioners voted 5 to 0 to save the monuments. The most significant factor in this City 
Commissioner’s decision was the submission of a petition that demonstrated overwhelming support for 
retaining the monuments. This petition represents the people’s judgment. Jill Pacetti is responsible for 
creating the petition. As of  January 9th there were 11, 661 signatures on the petition. 
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Rawls’ reaction to the Commission decision 
was to try to disrupt the “Nights of Lights” 
celebration. Let’s examine the conduct of 
some of the principal players. 

Vice Mayor Neville attended a Tea Party 
meeting and claimed that he is for retaining 
the monuments. But then, he is seen in 
public having a private conversation with 
left-wing political activist Jamie Perkins 
according to Historic City News. Neville                       

Photos by TCCR Staff                                                                                        supports Rawls at almost every opportunity.  

Mayor Shaver comes to a Tea Party meeting to ask the Tea Party to stand down, by not attending the “Nights 
of Lights” event. The Tea Party tells  the Mayor that they will not stand down. The Tea Party advises her that 
they are going to be present at the monument. This was Rawls’ original destination. From reliable sources, the 
Tea Party is informed that the St. Johns County Sheriff’s Department escorted  a bus with 38 protesters from 
the Duval County line to St. Augustine. 

It appears that the Mayor diverted the Rawls group from the monument, where the Tea Party waited. Rawls is 
given the red carpet  treatment to the gazebo, ground zero of the Christmas celebration. The St. Augustine 
Police Department provided an escort. Waiting at the bandstand was the St. Augustine Record. They provided 
a front-page favorable article the next day. 

This, in spite of the fact that the public booed the Communist protesters. As a result, Rawls was forced to 
leave prematurely. The largely white crowd carrying Communist banners were too few in number to have an 
impact on a crowd of 5000. None of this was reported.  

On Christmas Eve, The Record publishes a human interest story of a traumatized black woman who doesn’t go 
to the Plaza because of the Confederate monuments. The problem with the story is that the traumatized 
woman is political activist, Jamie Perkins. Somehow the Record forgets to mention that fact. 

Then on New Year’s Day, The Record published a front page article, complete with a picture of Rev Ronald 
Rawls, pastor of the African Methodist Episcopalian Church, looking like Martin Luther King himself. The 
Record, naming Rawls as 1 of the 10 special people who made a difference in St Augustine. The emphasis of 
the article is the Confederate monument removal. 

One can only conclude that the “Deep State” is pervasive at all levels of government and the propagandist 
media is there to assist. So we’ve come full circle from the “Deep State” in Washington DC. To the “Deep 
State” in St. Augustine. “Fake News” from the New York Times and the Washington Post, to “Fake News” from  
The St Augustine Record. 

Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ 
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January 14, 2018                                                                                                                

Tea Party Tea 
is a Spirit of     
Rebellion 

The Town Criers are a Committee of the St. 
Augustine Tea Party. When the Town Criers are 

Photos by TCCR Staff                                                                                           on the streets of St. Augustine, they are often 
asked, “What kind of tea are you serving?” The Town Criers remind them that the Tea Party throws tea into 
the ocean; they drink coffee. Tea Party tea has the spirit of rebellion that was brewed in 1773. The Tea first 
flowed into what became the Tea Party movement in 2009. The Tea Party’s legacy has been: 

1. The destruction of Obama’s timeline, for the fundamental transformation he 
called for, with the  election of 2010.   

2. The election of the Freedom Caucus, over the objections of the GOP, in 2012.  
3. And ultimately, the election of Donald J Trump in 2016, again, over the 

objections of the Republican Party. 

Obama never saw the Tea Party coming. And in a way, neither did the Republicans. The spirit of the 
revolutionary Tea of 1773 is now flowing from patriot to patriot. From one conservative group to anther 
conservative group. But more importantly, it is flowing into the hearts of the people. The Town Criers have 
been blessed to see this firsthand since 2011. The Tea Party spirit exists within the people and they honor us 
every time we engage them. 

The people the Town Criers experience on St. George Street are the same people that elected Donald  J. 
Trump. Recently, the sight of their Tea Party banner, the 3% flags, a Blue Lives Matter Flag and the Tea Party’s 
beloved Gadsden Flags at the Christmas Parade turned the crowd into a Trump Rally. Shouts of USA, USA, USA, 
continued along the entire parade route.  

It was stunning. This happens because the Tea Party has never betrayed the people. We reside in their hearts. 
Our tea flows. We are the people. We have the people. Our enemy has the government.  

It is 1773 again. Our tea has been cast upon the waters. Lexington and Concord are dead ahead.  

Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ 
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January 20, 2018 

Democrats 
Frightened, 
Republicans 
Confused  

Photos by TCCR Staff 

The Town Criers, a Committee of the St. 
Augustine Tea Party, conducted a survey 
on St. George Street, Saturday, Jan. 20, 
2018. It was a cold day in Florida. Tourists 
were grumpy and mad because the Fort 
was closed due to the Federal shutdown. 
The survey asked the question, “Who will 
be hurt the most, Trump or the Dems?” 
The Dems won. 67% of the respondents 
said that the Democrats would be hurt 
the most; 33% said that Trump and the 
Republicans would be hurt the most. A            

majority of people expanded the conversation suggesting that the Nation would be hurt the most.  

The visitors to the city this weekend, tended to be from the far north and consequently, perhaps, a bit more 
progressive. Suffice it to say, they were not happy campers. The tourists were walking down St. George Street 
in shorts and flip-flops because they came for, and expected, warmer weather. What they got was 40° 
temperatures. The cold weather clearly dampens enthusiasm. 

In addition, their Congress had failed them by failing to reach an agreement to stop the shut down. They were 
just plain angry. The Town Criers have seen this before. When the Congress failed to repeal Obamacare last 
year, the public’s reaction was similar. It was a tough duty. The Town Criers are usually the focus of respect 
and adoration; this was not the case today. It appeared  that the Democrats were frightened and Republicans 
were confused. The Town Criers were asked if they were afraid to be out among the people. They have seen 
this before. When the public is afraid, they ask this question, “Why aren’t the Tea Party volunteers afraid?” 
Fear, uncertainty and bad weather prevailed. This was the Town Crier’s, 188th appearance in the historic 
district.                                                 Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ 
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January 21, 2018 

Volusia County Teenage 
Republican Club Hosts 

KrisAnne Hall 
On Sunday, January 21, 2018, a TCCR 
Reporter had the distinct privilege of 
attending an event in Deland, Florida. 
KrisAnne Hall was the guest of the 
Volusia County Teenage Republican Club. 

KrisAnne Hall’s presentation was electrifying. She spoke for over one hour and 45 
minutes and lost no one. KrisAnne was in great form and she captivated the young 
people with a history of our founding as it relates to the Declaration of Independence, the      Photos by TCCR Staff 
Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Mrs. Hall’s presentations reveal the fact that the Country’s founding 
documents have connections to events in England starting 700 years before the Declaration of Independence 
was written. The historical continual is the people’s struggle for Liberty. Mrs. Hall passionately cleared up the 
matter of whether the Constitution is a living and breathing document. It is not! 

The event was held at the Republican Headquarters in Deland, Florida. There were 111 in attendance. The 
room was packed. There was no room for additional attendees. 

The Volusia County Teenage Republican Club claims to be the largest in Florida. And, with the success of this 
event, perhaps the biggest in the Country. The Volusia County Teenage Republicans are dedicated to 
advancing the cause of Liberty amongst the youth in Volusia County. The organization is made up of 13 to 18 
year olds, dedicated to advancing conservative values and the cause of Liberty. 

Great ideas do not happen within political parties or within government where the collective mindset resides. 
Great ideas happen within individuals seeking truth. Americans free to pursue their own interests are what 
makes America unique and great. 

The young people at this event, who are dedicated to seeking Liberty, contrast with some of the young people 
encountered by this reporter when reporting on the Town Crier’s experiences in the historic district of St. 
Augustine, Florida. The Town Criers are a committee of the St. Augustine Tea Party. 

Yesterday a young girl challenged the Town Criers who were engaging the public on St. George Street. Her 
confrontation started with an attack on Trump, calling him a sexist. To add to the confrontational spirit, she 
threw four letter words around, when describing Trump’s alleged conduct. She then attacked the degenerate 
prior generations, by accusing them of leaving a mess for younger people to clean up. The mess she was 
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referring to was their submission to the corporate world. The young woman’s views are the result of a 
progressive public education and progressive college training. She was nothing more than a mouthpiece for 
the educators who failed to provide her with knowledge and discipline. She had nothing to back up her 
inflammatory statements. She made a hasty exit, when she was confronted with defending her positions. 

The contrast between the young woman in St. Augustine, on Saturday, and the young people in Deland, on 
Sunday, is stark to say the least. The young woman had nothing to back up her statements and her 

observations. They were like the chants of the Communists. The mindless 
associations with lies and hate. The young people from Deland, on the 
other hand, were fully prepared to make their observations based on 
historical and logical conclusions. The parents of these young people did 
not rely on government schools to provide values. 

This reporter has no doubt that these young students of our American 
values will contribute to Liberty as they mature. 

Photos by TCCR Staff                                        

 Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ 

 

January 22, 2018 

Fake News Shuns 
Coalition to Save 
History 

Boycotts Citizen’s  
Press Conference  

Jill Pacetti, a Minorcan heritage   native 
of St Augustine, Florida, announced                                                                                   
that she and others have formed a “Save our History”                                                                     Photo by TCCR Staff 
coalition. The coalition consists of families whose names appear on the Veteran’s Monument, The Saint 
Augustine Tea Party, the Saving Southern Heritage Organization, the Sons of Confederate Veterans and others.  

https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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The Coalition’s goal is to obtain protection for all historical assets in St. Augustine.  
Pacetti revealed that media organizations across Northeast Florida were invited to attend.  

The press conference was called to announce the formation of the coalition and to 
make public the results of a local opinion poll regarding the retention of the 

monument. The poll was conducted by Gravis Marketing, a respected 
national public opinion research company. The St. Augustine poll is 
one of several local polls by the group. Gravis has also conducted a 
state-wide poll. 

TCCR reporters and Michael Gold, with Historic City News, pictured 
right, were the only media present at the News Conference. Local print 
and TV media did not attend. Their failure to report the formation of 
the “Save our History” coalition and the poll results which show 

overwhelming support for the City Commissioner’ s action in October, shows the 
manipulative quality of the “Fake News” media. One can only describe their absence in           Photos by TCCR Staff 
terms of a boycott.                                                                                                                   

The “Save our History” coalition has produced a video 
of the presentations.  
https://www.facebook.com/firstplacebmx/videos/1590879180998269/   

The Historic City News’ report goes into the details of 
the presentations and the poll results.  The complete 
report is available at the following link:                      

https://hiposition that.UserLand have learned so far done (with this or not 
fake news shuns coalition to preserve history boycott citizens press 
release: beyond good deal of all, but with an it was about the dating come 
to hear it. I was important to them tine/news/florida/coalition-will-
protect-memorials-from-out-of-town-complainers-71123  

FB Image        
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January 23, 2018               

Police Chief Fox’s 
Shenanigans, 
Outfox Rawls 

Fake News Tries to 
Save Rawls’ Day 

  

In October of 2017, the City of St. Augustine Commissioners 
decided to retain the Confederate monuments located in the 
city’s historic district. Rather than removing the monuments, 
they decided to keep the memorial to the soldiers who died in 
the “War between the States”; they would add context to 
better explain the complex history surrounding it.  

On January 22, 2018, the Commission named the Committee that                                             Photos by TCCR Staff 
would study the situation.  

Community organizer, Ron Rawls, from Gainesville, Florida, refused to accept this decision. Mr. Rawls has 
continuously demanded the immediate removal of the monuments going back to August, 2017. His method 
has been the use of intimidation. Rawls called for a mass demonstration outside the Commissioner’s meeting 
room on January 22nd. The purpose of the demonstration was to create a situation that made the 
Commissioner’s normal course of business impossible.  

The St. Augustine Tea Party (SATP), the Saving Southern Heritage organization, the 3% Militia and individual 
interested parties, developed a strategy to counter Rawls’ disruptive plans. SATP Chairman, Lance Thate, told 
reporters that the coalition that formed to protect the monuments, had decided to position people in the 
space that Rawls had planned to use, before he arrived. The coalition would act as a buffer, with the intent of 
maintaining a peaceful and quiet presence; so that the commissioners could conduct their business.   

“Our strategy depended on the Police Department’s maintenance of order by keeping the opposing groups 
separated. The idea being that we would occupy the space that Rawls wanted to use and he would be forced 
to use a space removed from the Commissioner’s chambers. Without revealing our plans, we needed to assess 
the situation from the Police Department’s perspective,” Thate revealed.  
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The Tea Party met with Police Chief Barry Fox on January 18, 2018. Though Chief Fox did not disclose what his 
plans were, the Chief declared early on,  

                           “We will not permit Rawls to disrupt the Commissioner’s meeting period.”  

“Based on that statement alone, it was clear what the Department’s action was going to be and the Tea Party 
adjusted accordingly,” Thate said. 

When Ron Rawls arrived at City Hall prior to the start of the commission meeting, Rawls found that the Police 
Department had closed the courtyard to all public demonstrations, allowing only those citizens who intended 
to actually attend the meeting access to the courtyard and the Commissioner’s board room.  

Rawls’ stated goal of disrupting the commission meeting was no longer a possibility. In his frustration he 
coined the word “Shenanigan”. Over and over again he proclaimed police shenanigans were preventing him 
from achieving his goals. He vowed he would find another way, a more damaging way, to get the 
Commissioner’s attention. His demonstration of racism and hate was now confined to an empty Street.  

 The Tea Party and their friends took up a position at the entrance to the courtyard displaying their flags and 
signs in support of saving American history and the symbols of that history. The Tea Party expressed gratitude 
to the Police Department for taking the proper action. Some Tea Party personnel carried Blue Lives Matter 
flags during the demonstration. Except for a few people passing from the parking lot to the open courtyard 
entrance, the Tea Party was also playing to an empty Street.    

At the January 23rd, open meeting of the St. Augustine Tea Party, the Chairman’s Report included in part the 
following statement:       

“Based on our goals, our activities on Monday were a success. According to 
reports of people who were in the Commissioner’s Room, Rawls was 
completely isolated. Our goal was nothing more than shielding the 
Commissioners from Ron Rawls’ bullying and intimidation. In this, thanks to 
the St. Augustine Police Department, we were successful. We were 
concerned that if Rawls’ protesters were successful in shutting down the 
Commissioner meeting, it could encourage the board to reconsider their 
decision based on fear. That didn’t happen. We had a diverse group at the 
entrance where people were going into the courtyard. We occupied that 
space the entire evening. The 3% Militia was present in good numbers. Some 
traveling from as far away as Titusville. I am proud to announce that there is 
a new generation of patriots.”  
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It should be pointed out that if you do not have the public present, a political 
event is invisible unless you have the media. Neither side had the people, 
because the street was completely empty. Only a few passed by going to the 
Commissioner’s Room. One of them was Lunelle McCallister. She is the 
Executive Director of Saving Southern Heritage, Florida. She addressed the 
Commission. She is pictured on the right with Chairman Thate. 

When the Communist left engages the public in the streets of St. Augustine, 
Florida, they tend to have very poor acceptance. The Indivisible’s anti-Trump 
rally in February and their Tax Day Rally in April, come to mind. The public 
ignored them. They celebrated unto themselves.  

When Rawls attempted to interrupt the lighting celebration of the Nights of Lights,                Photos by TCCR Staff 
he was actually booed and forced to retreat.  The local print media, The St Augustine Record, tried to save 
Rawls’ effort by providing him favorable front page coverage the next day. Rawls’ followers like to display 
White Supremacists signs. But Rawls’ association with the New Black Panther Party leader James Evans 
Mohammed, reveals a Black Supremacist who appears to be obsessed with the issue of racism. 
https://www.facebook.com/mgold55/videos/g.860003417497231/2093830070634009/?type=2&th's 
eater&ifg=1   

In a video that Rawls asked his followers to distribute, he obsessively performs a nearly 13 minute rant on 
racism. An objective person can only ask, “Is this a message directed to people who are obsessed with racism?  
Or is this an individual who is obsessed with racism? Or is it both? 
https://www.facebook.com/ronrawls/videos/1021047887 1200637/  

Fake News to the Rescue 
On January 22, 2018, Ron Rawls’ attempt to disrupt the City Commissioner’s 
meeting was in shambles and he was isolated and invisible on an empty Street. 
But wait, the “Great White Stallion” comes on the scene, to save the black 
downtrodden masses in the form of Action News Channel 47, Jacksonville, 
Florida.  

Why would a reputable news organization cover only one side of this story? 
Especially when that side is extremely flawed. We see this rhetorical question 
over and over these days. We believe the answer, yes, we’re going to give you 

Photos by TCCR Staff                        an answer, is that they are complicit in moving the Communist agenda. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/mgold55/videos/g.860003417497231/2093830070634009/?type=2&theater&ifg=1
https://www.facebook.com/mgold55/videos/g.860003417497231/2093830070634009/?type=2&theater&ifg=1
https://www.facebook.com/ronrawls/videos/10210478871200637/
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In addressing these issues the SATP Chairman made these remarks: 

“I have to report that we received little or no media coverage. So 
what’s new? Well there is something wonderfully new and I will get to 
that in a minute. But first let’s review what happened. Channel 47 
Action News Jacksonville spent nearly all of the evening with Mr. 
Rawls. They did come down for a short time and interviewed Dave 
Heimbold, SATP Media Chairman, and myself. It was a five-minute 
interview. It was edited down to one sentence of Air Time. Referring to 
taking down the monuments, Dave's total edited statement was “It 
will not happen” and the Tea Party sign was on the screen for a few 
seconds. That’s it. That’s all we got. The Record spent all of their time 
with Rawls. They spoke to no one in our group. I saw the Record’s 
Reporter, Sheldon Gardner. I went up to her and told her that her 
coverage regarding the monuments was disgraceful and her 
newspaper is a disgrace to journalism. She was flabbergasted. They 
have been getting away with their sham for so long; they think it is a 
God-given right. Well it’s a new day. And I will not beg for a few 
crumbs. The good news is I do not have to. First of all, Historic City 
News will report it. And in addition TCCR will publish it. The word will 
get out. But the really great news, the joyful news, the redeeming 
news, is that the public no longer believes the media. The fake news 
syndrome has reduced them to close to nothing. The Progressive 
Communist movement is losing on all fronts in spite of their efforts. 
The cat is out of the bag. The movement that ignited the Tea Party in 
2009 is flowing and it is vigorous and unstoppable. Providence blessed 
our efforts on Monday. 
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We LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Important Notice: those who receive this publication by Email: will continue to receive this Report at the end of the month. This publication is now on the Saint 
Augustine Tea Party Website.  Individual articles are being posted as they occur. Also archived issues with indexes are available on the Website. For Historic City 
News readers the Town Crier Committee Report is available by clicking the SATP link on their page or go to www.saintaugustineteaparty.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
There is a Revolution going on. Come join the Counter Resistance.  Stand up for 
individual Liberty. 
Come join us! We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve Liberty. We are blessed to see the 
awakening of America.     

 Lance L. Thate,    

Town Crier Committee Chairman 

 
Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report  
lancethate@Gmail.com  
 
Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/   

DEFEND 

LIBERTY 
PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO: 

 SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party  

PO BOX 4063 ST. AUGUSTINE FL 

32085 

    Donations are not currently deductable. 

 

       Donations 

are not currently deductable. 

 

 

The Goal of Socialism is 

Communism 

 

 

 

 

With the posting of this issue of the Town Crier Committee Report, we 

mark the Fifth Anniversary of this publication. Pictured right, are the 

first members of the Town Crier Committee. The signs shown below 

are the first politically incorrect signs which the Town Criers carried. 

These signs are pretty mild compared to future signs. “The typical Tea 

Party signage was discouraged by our Republican leadership at the 

time. So we got rid of the GOP leadership. The Republican’s reluctance 

to pay attention to the public’s opinion was as prevalent in 2011, as it 

is today,” our Town Criers recalled. The first words ever published, 

were as follows:  

“We welcome you to this first issue of the Town Crier Committee 

Report. In this publication we will strive to keep you informed of the 

activities of the Committee and to make you aware of ways in which 

you can participate. Members of our Committee have for some time 

now been engaging the public on the streets of St Augustine, FL. 

We dress in period clothes and walk the streets while boldly presenting full 

size Gadsden Flags. The sight of Revolutionary period clothing and the 

bright yellow flags give us the opportunity to promote the Tea Party, to 

educate the  public on the values of the Tea Party and the lessons that can 

be learned   from The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of 

the United States, which we pass out as we move among the people. It is 

this one to one                     Photos by TCC Staff October 2011   public contact 

with the people which inspire Committee members to continue their efforts. 

We are blessed to see the awaking of America first hand.” 

These words could have been written yesterday. But in fact, they were 

written in October 2011. Over the last five years, the public has indeed made 

great strides in understanding the dangers we face from domestic 

Totalitarian forces. The Town Criers popularity with the public is as great as 

ever, which tells the members of our committee that the Tea Party is as 

relevant as ever. We are despised by the Democrats, rejected by the 

http://www.saintaugustineteaparty.org/
mailto:lancethate@Gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/

